Abstract-Teams of autonomous unmanned aircraft can be used to monitor wildfires, enabling firefighters to make informed decisions. However, controlling multiple autonomous fixed-wing aircraft to maximize forest fire coverage is a complex problem. The state space is high dimensional, the fire propagates stochastically, the sensor information is imperfect, and the aircraft must coordinate with each other to accomplish their mission. This work presents two deep reinforcement learning approaches for training decentralized controllers that accommodate the high dimensionality and uncertainty inherent in the problem. The first approach controls the aircraft using immediate observations of the individual aircraft. The second approach allows aircraft to collaborate on a map of the wildfire's state and maintain a time history of locations visited, which are used as inputs to the controller. Simulation results show that both approaches allow the aircraft to accurately track wildfire expansions and outperform an online receding horizon controller. Additional simulations demonstrate that the approach scales with different numbers of aircraft and generalizes to different wildfire shapes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wildfires consumed 10.1 million acres of land in 2015 and caused an estimated $6 billion of damage from 1995 to 2014 [1] . Having accurate information about the current state of a wildfire during the course of its evolution is important in deciding where to use fire suppressants and where to remove fuel. There are many approaches to monitoring wildfire growth including high-fidelity computer simulation [2] , [3] , [4] and satellite images [5] , but these approaches do not offer real-time and high-resolution wildfire tracking. Aircraft have been used for decades to monitor wildfires due to their maneuverability and flexibility [6] . Because deploying manned aircraft over fire can be dangerous and expensive, remotely-piloted unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can have major safety and economic benefits for wildfire monitoring, and flight tests with the NASA Ikhana unmanned aircraft demonstrated the capabilities of UAVs in wildfire monitoring [7] . To further reduce operational costs of wildfire surveillance, this work proposes using a team of small autonomous UAVs, which cost less to build and require no human control.
To enable UAVs to autonomously monitor wildfires, sensor observations must be processed into meaningful information in real time. Merino et al. use feature matching techniques in flight tests with small autonomous helicopters with real controlled fires, and a central task planner was used to make mykel@stanford.edu decisions [8] . They illustrate feature matching techniques can be used to track the front of a fire from image data. Kukreti et al. demonstrate an algorithm for vision-based localization using a UAV that distinguishes fire pixels from non-fire pixels with great accuracy [9] . Yuan et al. applies image processing techniques such as filtering, color space conversion, and threshold segmentation to detect and track fires [10] . De Vivo et al. use active contours for segmenting wildfire images with high accuracy [11] . These works show that raw images of fire can be converted into maps of wildfires to be used in UAV control.
In addition, an accurate wildfire simulation model is required to develop and test wildfire monitoring UAV controllers. High-fidelty models incorporate variables such as fuel bulk density, fuel moisture, and specific heats to mathematically model the rate of spread for wildfires [2] , [3] , [4] . Other approaches use stochastic wildfire models that account for wind and fuel variability [12] , [13] . The work presented here uses a stochastic model inspired by these approaches.
Given that wildfire locations can be extracted from images, one method for controlling UAVs tracks the outer edge of the fire using a waypoint planner. Casbeer et al. simulate a wildfire and track the fire boundary with multiple UAVs that turn around upon meeting another UAV [14] . This approach was extended by using cooperation constraint and rendezvous points to improve the distribution of aircraft around the wildfire perimeter [15] . Further work incorporates dynamic numbers of UAVs and monitoring moving boundaries [16] , [17] .
Other methods take an information-theoretic approach. Paull et al. describe a method to survey an entire area using fixedwing UAVs [18] . A coverage map is used with a path planner to maximize the information gained during flight, and the authors prove that full coverage can be guaranteed over any desired area. Another approach leverages modern computer science algorithms to improve the decision making process when monitoring wildfires. Bertsimas et al. frame the problem of distributing aircraft for wildfire surveillance as a problem of dynamic resource allocation [12] . They show that Monte Carlo tree search and mathematical optimization surpass a baseline algorithm for monitoring wildfires.
Controlling aircraft using information from images is a high-dimensional control problem. One technique for such problems is deep reinforcement learning (DRL). Google's DeepMind team demonstrated the effectiveness of DRL in creating intelligent agents to play Atari games and Go at super-human levels [19] , [20] . The strength of DRL lies in its ability to create intelligent agents without any expert domain knowledge. The agents are given the freedom to determine their own actions as functions of images, and over time the agent can learn to choose actions that outperform human experts. The work by DeepMind suggests that DRL could be effective for the wildfire problem. The algorithm learns a policy to maximize the accumulation of reward given images, leading to precise control in high dimensional state spaces.
Previous approaches to autonomous wildfire surveillance separate the control system from the wildfire observations. However, wildfires can grow in unpredictable ways, making planning trajectories difficult. In addition, feature extraction limits the amount of information the controller can use to plan trajectories, and hand-tuned controllers using image features may not generalize well among all possible images. The contribution of this work is to use images gathered from wildfires to generate real-time bank angle commands that guide the aircraft around a wildfire as it expands. This method scales to multiple aircraft and allows them to efficiently work together to monitor the wildfire growth.
This paper is organized as follows. A mathematical framework for both wildfire propagation and trajectory optimization is presented in Section II. Section III details an approach to control aircraft based on immediate observations, while Section IV explains a second approach to collaboratively minimize the uncertainty of the wildfire's location. Section V describes the solution method with deep reinforcement learning while Section VI details a baseline receding horizon approach. Section VII shows simulation results from both approaches and presents evaluation metrics that highlight their strengths and weaknesses.
II. POMDP APPROACH
A Markov decision process is an optimization framework for sequential decision problems. Given an agent in state s ∈ S taking action a ∈ A, the agent will transition to new state s ∈ S and receive reward r ∈ R. In this application, the agent is the aircraft being controlled, and the actions will dictate the aircraft's trajectory. Because the full state of the wildfire is unknown, decisions must be made using observations rather than the full state, making this problem a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). This section explains the POMDP formulation including the underlying wildfire mode, aircraft dynamics, and POMDP formulation A. Wildfire Model A stochastic wildfire model is needed to create a simulation environment to train and evaluate a controller. A stochastic fire propagation model similar to previous work was used [12] . First, a 1 km 2 area of land is discretized into cells, forming a rectangular 100×100 grid. This area of land is small compared to real wildfires, but this approach can be easily scaled to larger areas. Each cell has two variables of interest: 1) F (s): Amount of burnable fuel remaining in cell s 2) B(s): Boolean variable signaling that cell s is burning Each time the wildfire is updated, the cells can change in three ways. Burning cells will deplete more of their fuel as the fire consumes fuel. When the fuel reaches zero, the fire extinguishes within that cell. For non-burning cells with some fuel remaining, there is a probability p(s) of igniting based on proximity to burning cells. Defining the burning rate as β, the wildfire propagation equations are
where P (s, s ) represents the probability that cell s ignites cell s in the next time step. P (s, s ) ∝ d(s, s ) −2 where d(s, s ) is the distance between the cells, so greater separation decreases the probability of fire spreading. Allowing a wildfire to spread beyond the immediate neighbors mimics the way embers can be cast farther away and ignite fires. To reduce computation time while allowing fire to spread beyond immediate neighbors, P (s, s ) = 0 for cells that are more than two cells away.
Simulation begins by randomly assigning fuel quantities to each cell and seeding the fire with some initial burning cells. Given that the amount of fuel in each cell has arbitrary units, let the burning rate β equal one. With each consecutive step in the simulation, the wildfire grows as an expanding ring of fire while the burning cells use their fuel and eventually extinguish. One of the largest sources of variability in wildfire propagation is wind, which can be modeled by biasing the probability of cells igniting based upon the direction and strength of the wind. Figure 1 shows the state of a simulated wildfire for 60 steps in both windless and windy conditions, with each iteration lasting 2.5 s. Each cell begins with a random amount of fuel between 15 and 20 units. The fire propagates stochastically, and while the the wildfire without wind forms a roughly circular and centered ring, the windy wildfire grows more quickly to the east. An effective wildfire monitoring aircraft must be able to track the wildfire growth well under the uncertainty caused by stochasticity and different wind conditions.
B. Aircraft Model
Assuming that the aircraft maintain steady-level flight at constant speed as they fly around the wildfire the dynamics can be modeled using Dubins' kinematic model [21] . Given position (x, y), constant speed v of 20 m/s, and gravitational constant g, the state and position are updated usinġ
Trajectories can be controlled by adjusting the bank angle. In this model, the aircraft has two possible actions at each time step: to increase or decrease the bank angle by 5 deg. By modulating the bank angle by small amounts at a frequency of 10 Hz, precise bank angles and rapid turns can be commanded. The aircraft can track the bank angle commands using a PD controller, allowing the aircraft to follow complex trajectories [22] . In simulation the bank angle is assumed to equal the commanded bank angle; experimental flights confirm that an aircraft can track these bank angle commands [22] . In order to simplify the action space and enable more efficient policy training, an action to maintain the current bank angle is omitted. Maintaining a bank angle can be done approximately by alternating between increasing and decreasing the bank angle. In addition, the bank angle is capped at a magnitude of 50 deg, so choosing actions to exceed this limit will result in no change to the commanded bank angle.
C. POMDP implementation
To formulate the problem as a POMDP, the state and action spaces must be defined. The action space is composed of the two possible actions to increase or decrease the bank angle. The state space should capture the necessary features of the aircraft positions and orientations to allow the vehicles to define the scenario geometry. While the global position and orientation of the aircraft are maintained as variables in the simulation, they include redundant information not relevant for making good decisions. Instead of using the true aircraft positions, only the relative position and orientation of the other aircraft is needed. In addition, the bank angles of the two aircraft are necessary to predict the movement of the aircraft. As a result, the POMDP state space includes five continuous state variables: 1) φ 0 : bank angle of ownship 2) ρ: range to other aircraft 3) θ: bearing angle to other aircraft relative to current heading direction of the ownship 4) ψ: heading angle of other aircraft relative to current heading direction of the ownship 5) φ 1 : bank angle of other aircraft
The POMDP approach also requires observation and reward models. The observations can be used with the state variables as a basis for decision making. The next sections present two approaches for modeling limited sensor information and incorporating the observations in the POMDP framework.
III. OBSERVATION-BASED APPROACH
This section explains a method for making decisions based on immediate wildfire sensor information.
A. Observations
Due to sensor limitations, each aircraft will not be able to observe the global state of the wildfire. Instead, each aircraft will get an observation of the fire relative to its own location and orientation. The observations are modeled as an image obtained from the true wildfire state given the aircraft's current position and heading direction. The observations are also composed of cells with binary values representing whether a cell is burning.
Since the observations are relative to the aircraft, the observations are polar with 40 range and 30 angular cutpoints. In this implementation, the interval between range cutpoints begins at 10 m and ends at 100 m with a maximum range of 500 m. Locations closer to the aircraft are perceived with greater resolution than locations further away. This formulation does not attempt to model the error characteristics of on-board sensors such as visual and infrared cameras, or distortions caused by terrain or other factors. The aircraft is assumed to be capable of capturing images of the fire in order to compute the observation, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Each point in the observation image is set to the value of the closest cell in the wildfire map. For cells farther away, this approach could yield inaccurate estimates of the wildfire's boundary. For example, the wildfire front far from the aircraft in Fig. 2 shows gaps in the observation image. In addition, wildfires outside the range of the aircraft will not appear in the observation at all. Thus, the aircraft must make decisions based on imperfect information.
B. Rewards
The aircraft will aim to select actions that maximize accumulated, or, alternatively, minimize accumulated costs. The reward function has four major components: 1) Penalty for distance from fire front 2) Penalty for non-burning cells nearby 3) Penalty for high bank angles 4) Penalty for closeness to the other aircraft These penalties encourage desired behavior in wildfire monitoring. Since decisions are based on immediate observations, the penalties are approximated from the observations. Penalizing the aircraft for its minimum distance to the fire front, defined as min d s , promotes a policy where the aircraft quickly flies towards the fire front. By penalizing the aircraft for nonburning cells within some small radius r 0 around the aircraft, the aircraft is encouraged to fly over the center of the main fire front. To prevent the aircraft from banking in tight circles over one area of the fire, the bank angle is penalized, making low magnitude bank angles preferable. Lastly, the aircraft observations will be redundant if they cover the same space, so the aircraft are penalized for closeness to each other. This system is not a collision avoidance system, so the aircraft are assumed to operate at different altitude bands to prevent collision. In summary, the penalties given to the aircraft can be written as
with tuning parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , r 0 , and c. In these equations, d s is the distance from the aircraft to cell s.
IV. BELIEF-BASED APPROACH
The observation-based formulation is simple and effective, but it has a few limitations. Decisions are based solely on immediate observations, and that information is discarded for all future decisions. Furthermore, the objective is to minimize the uncertainty of the wildfire's extent at any given time. While the rewards encourage behaviors that lead to good wildfire monitoring trajectories, they are not directly tied to minimizing wildfire uncertainty. The approach presented in this section addresses these issues by using the same solution framework and dynamics. However, this approach bases decisions on an internally maintained belief of the wildfire's location rather than an observation, which allows information to be preserved over time.
A. Belief
The belief image is a 100 × 100 grid, the same size as the true map of fire locations. Each cell in the grid has two values: a binary value indicating whether or not the cell is believed to be on fire, and an integer value indicating how many time steps have passed since the cell was visited. As the aircraft flies around the map, each cell within a 100 m radius of the aircraft is said to be visited, and the values of that cell are updated. For visited cells, the belief that the cell is on fire is set to its true value, and the time elapsed value is set to 0. If a cell is not visited, then the belief that the cell is on fire remains the same, and the time since last visited is incremented by 1 until reaching a maximum of 255 time steps. Additionally, this belief map is shared among and updated by all aircraft, which allows them to collaborate on the wildfire's locations.
The first row of plots in Fig. 3 depict an initial configuration for a wildfire simulation, where the wildfire has expanded from its initial seed for 30 s before beginning simulation. Although the fire has spread, the belief map is still the initial seed. This map will get updated as the aircraft move around the map. Figure 3 also shows a map of each cell's time elapsed since last visited. Intuitively, the initial map shows values of 0 immediately around each aircraft, and the maximum value of 255 in all other places.
Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows the belief maps after 100 s have passed. In the example shown here, the aircraft fly toward the center of the map where the initial belief map shows fire. The aircraft begin to spiral along the wildfire boundary, continually updating the fire belief map as they fly. As shown in the fire belief map, the fire boundary where the aircraft recently visited are accurate, but the boundary locations not recently visited may be outdated and different from the true boundary location.
The belief map can be treated as a 100 × 100 image with two channels. To help the algorithm learn better policies, as discussed in Section V, this belief image is centered and aligned with the ownship before being used. So although all aircraft share the same belief map, the image that is used in the learning algorithm will be translated and rotated for each aircraft. The belief image is 100 × 100 as well, and cells that appear on the belief image that are outside the bounds of the original belief map are believed to have no fire and have the maximum time since last visited. Lastly, the values of the time elapsed channel of the belief image are normalized to have a maximum value of one in order to make the range of values of the two image channels equal.
B. Rewards
Using the belief state formulation, the rewards can be formulated to minimize the true objective. The aircraft is rewarded when cells in the belief map that were thought to be non-burning are visited and seen to be burning. This reward encourages the aircraft to fly along the fire front and observe as much of the wildfire's spread as possible. The aircraft is not rewarded for visiting a cell believed to be burning and observing that it is not, since these cells are behind the fire front and are assumed to extinguish eventually. If viewing these cells is also valuable, then the reward function can be easily modified to reward visiting these cells too. Furthermore, the aircraft should cooperate to minimize wildfire uncertainty, so each aircraft is rewarded for all updated burning cells, not just the ones that it visited. This encourages the aircraft to collaborate rather than fighting to view new areas of the fire front.
Although these rewards work well when using two aircraft, experimental results in Section VII show that the aircraft do not maintain separation when additional aircraft are added. As a result, a small penalty for proximity to the other aircraft is added, which helps the controller to prioritize aircraft separation even in multi-aircraft scenarios.
V. SOLUTION METHOD
The solution to a POMDP is a policy that maps observations to actions. Because the space of possible wildfire observations is large, an approximate method must be used. Deep reinforcement learning was used to obtain approximately optimal control strategies for the two formulations. Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) involves training a neural network to represent a policy mapping states or observations to actions that maximizes the expected accumulated reward. The network is trained offline through simulation, and the trained network can be used on-board the aircraft to continuously map observations to actions.
A. Deep Reinforcement Learning
In deep reinforcement learning, each state-action pair has a value, Q(s, a), which represents the expected value of taking action a from state s. The optimal Q-values should follow the Bellman equation
where γ is the discount factor, r(s) is the reward received for being in state s, and p(s | s, a) is the probability of transitioning to state s by taking action a from state s. The discount factor, set to 0.99 here, is used to discount future rewards and help the algorithm converge. Given a set of Qvalues the policy can be computed as
However, computing the Q-values for each state-action pair is intractable for such a large state space. Furthermore, the transition probabilities p(s | s, a) are unknown. Instead, the Q-values are estimated using function approximators trained through interaction with a simulation environment. Deep neural networks are capable of representing complex functions, and their parameters are easily and quickly optimized through gradient descent. Simulations are run to generate tuples of states, actions, rewards, and next states, which can be used to compute the Bellman error, defined as
The Bellman error can be minimized through mean squared error loss and gradient descent methods. When using function approximation, updating the parameters to change the Q values of one state will also update the Q values of very similar states, which can lead to faster convergence. However, this ability can lead to unwanted side effects. Since a given state s and next state s will be similar, changing Q(s, a) will also change Q(s , a ), which can increase the error and render the learning process unstable.
There are techniques to mitigate such instabilities [19] . With experience replay, tuples of state, action, reward, and next state can be stored in a large repository, and random samples can be drawn to train the network in order to split up trajectories where states are similar. Before network training begins, this repository is supplied with a substantial number of samples to ensure that the network does not over-fit to a few trajectories.
In addition, Q(s , a ) is computed from a fixed target network, which is updated periodically, ensuring that Q(s, a) is targeting a fixed value rather than chasing a moving target and growing unstably. The network must be trained for a long enough period before the target network is updated to ensure that training loss does not become unstable.
Finally, deep Q-learning must decide between exploration and exploitation when selecting actions. Exploring by choosing random actions when generating trajectories can reveal good strategies that may not receive higher rewards initially. However, exploiting by taking actions that previously yielded high reward can refine strategies and greatly improve performance. This trade-off is addressed by using an -greedy action selection strategy. In this strategy, a random action is selected with probability while the action dictated by the policy is followed with probability 1 − . Initially = 1, but this parameter decreases linearly to 0.1 over time [19] . This exploration strategy means that the learner will explore many different trajectories initially and then fine tune the optimal policy as the Q values converge.
If more than two aircraft are desired, the same neural network controller can be used. Since the network estimates the score of each action considering pairwise interactions, the action scores can be computed by summing the scores of each pair-wise interaction [23] . If there are n additional aircraft with states s 1 , . . . , s n , the best action to take for the aircraft is
DRL generally maps states to actions, but in this formulation only observations of the full wildfire are available. Therefore, the state used by this DRL algorithm is composed of the continuous aircraft state variables as well as either the observation or belief image, depending on which approach is used.
B. Network Architecture
Both approaches presented here use the same network architecture, although the inputs to the network have different dimensions. Unlike network architectures for playing video games, which use only image information as an input, the network input for the wildfire problem includes an image as well as continuous inputs [19] . Therefore, the neural network begins with two separate networks: a convolutional network for the image, and fully connected layers for the continuous state variables. Convolutional neural networks exploit similarities between local regions of pixels, allowing them to be efficient and effective with high-dimensional inputs. The convolutional neural network contains max pooling layers. These layers take the maximum of each non-overlapping 2×2 region in the previous layer, which significantly reduces the amount of weights needed for future layers. This helps to keep the network to a manageable size without significant change in performance. The convolutional and max pooling layers are then flattened and connected to two more fully connected layers, ending with 100 units in the last layer.
The fully connected layers for the continuous inputs consist of five hidden layers of 100 units each. At this point, both sides of the network have 100 units each. These two hidden layers are concatenated into a layer of 200 hidden units. The merged layers are followed by two more fully connected hidden layers of 200 units each, which then end with an output layer with two outputs. This network architecture is depicted in Fig. 4 .
Each hidden layer in the network uses rectified linear unit activations, which allow positive inputs to pass through unchanged while negative inputs are output as zero. The network parameters are updated using AdaMax optimization, an adaptive stochastic gradient descent based on the infinity norm, which estimates low order moments to change learning parameters and minimize loss very quickly [24] . The network is trained on mini-batches of 64 samples drawn from the experience replay. The fixed target network is updated every 1000 training iterations, which allows the loss to converge before moving the target. Training requires 12 hours to finish exploration, and another 12 hours of training further improves network performance.
VI. BASELINE CONTROLLER
To better illustrate the performance of the deep neural network approach, a baseline receding horizon controller was created. The receding horizon controller is an online method that uses the same bank angle modifying actions selected at 10 Hz. A trajectory is optimized for T steps assuming the wildfire remains fixed. Then, the aircraft executes the first τ steps, with τ < T , after which the controller optimizes a new trajectory. Executing only a part of the optimized trajectory allows the aircraft to re-plan as the wildfire propagates. The trajectory is optimized to maximize the observation-based rewards that encourage following along the wildfire front. In addition, the trajectory is planned using the true wildfire map rather than an observation or belief map, which creates a more conservative and accurate baseline controller.
The number of possible trajectories grows exponentially with the number of time steps T , though larger T values lead to better performance. Rather than evaluating each possible trajectory, a coordinate descent approach with random restarts was used. Beginning with a random trajectory parameterized by the actions taken at each time step, each action is evaluated to determine if changing the action leads to better performance. This process repeats until no change improves performance, resulting in a locally optimal trajectory. This process is repeated for many random restarts, and the best trajectory is used. Although this method does not guarantee the optimal trajectory is found, the computation time is reduced and allows larger T to be tractable. Simulated experiments revealed that slightly suboptimal trajectories planned over longer horizons produce better results than optimal trajectories planned over shorter horizons. Simultaneously optimizing the trajectories of multiple aircraft was also explored, but since the number of possible joint actions grows exponentially with the number of aircraft, the number of possible trajectories grows large very quickly, and trajectories become difficult to optimize. Experiments showed that optimizing trajectories of aircraft separately led to better performance in a given amount of computation time, so joint trajectories were not used in the baseline controller.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section summarizes a variety of simulation results. First the performance of the two approaches at different points during training is evaluated for two aircraft. Next the effect of adding more aircraft is investigated, and finally the approaches' generalization to other wildfire shapes is explored.
A. Two aircraft with nominal wildfire seed
To understand how the two approaches improve with training, 20 simulations were conducted at different points during training. The reward accumulation of the belief-based network was used as the performance metric because maximizing this quantity is equivalent to minimizing uncertainty in the wildfire's location. The average accumulated reward and standard error for different points during training are shown in Fig. 5 . The neural network controllers initially perform poorly, but through training the performance improves quickly. The observation-based approach learns more quickly because its reward function incentivizes flying towards the wildfire, while the belief-based approach is only rewarded once the wildfire is near the aircraft. Eventually, the belief-based approach outperforms the observation-based approach by a small amount, which is expected as the belief-based approach was designed to maximize this performance metric, while the observationbased approach optimizes a different reward function.
After fully training the networks, the decisions made by the neural networks can be understood qualitatively through simulation and inspection of the flight trajectories. The paths taken by two aircraft using both belief and observation-based neural network controllers are plotted with the true wildfire map with and without wind in Fig. 6 . The aircraft begin at the same random location for all simulations, and the wildfire is seeded and allowed to grow for 30 s before the aircraft begin to move. Figure 6 illustrate some key features of the two network controllers. After 25 seconds have elapsed, the networks have guided the aircraft to opposite sides of the fire front. Once they reach the fire front, the aircraft are heading in the same direction, so the solid trajectory aircraft turns around. This allows the two aircraft to fly around the fire front and remain far apart from each other. Although tight turns incur penalties for the observation-based network, the network has learned that performing this maneuver early on ensures that the aircraft can gain as much separation on the wildfire as possible, which will be beneficial over time, and the beliefbased approach learns the same maneuver. This behavior demonstrates that the network has learned complex strategies beyond greedy actions, and it demonstrates that the aircraft are able to perform coordinated trajectories even though there is no explicit communication. Because both aircraft are trained using the same network for guidance, the aircraft learn to anticipate the movement of the other aircraft, allowing them to perform efficiently and cooperatively.
The belief-based network shows different tendencies than the observation-network, especially early in the simulation. After 25 seconds have elapsed, the aircraft have visited the entire wildfire as well as areas immediately around the fire front. This differs from the observation-based method, which justs orients the aircraft on the fire front without exploring areas near the front. This difference in behavior stems from the differences in received observations. The observation-based approach receives coarse information from a larger radius while the belief-based approach receives perfect information only immediately near the aircraft. As a result, the belief-based approach needs to explore the fire front more to ensure that the wildfire belief is accurate in all areas around the wildfire. After the area is explored, the belief-based approach guides the aircraft around the wildfire front as with the observation-based approach.
Furthermore, the observation-based trajectories are more adaptable to wind. Without wind the trajectories are evenly spaced out as the wildfire grows uniformly in all directions. With wind the trajectories have little separation in areas where wildfire growth is slow and large separation where growth is fast. However, the belief-based approach trajectories are similar in windless and winy conditions, which shows that the belief-based approach does not adapt the trajectories as well in wind. The ability to adapt trajectories will be explored further in Section VII-C.
Another way to investigate the performance of the two approaches is to compare the accumulation of reward in a single simulation as a function of time. As seen in Fig. 7 , the belief-based and observation-based methods perform very similarly, but both outperform a receding horizon controller. Figure 8 shows the trajectories that generated the reward accumulation plot in Fig. 7 . The receding horizon controller's trajectories have sharper turns as it tracks the wildfire front, which is due to choosing a trajectory that is only good in the near term and having to correct for the choice in the future. The receding horizon controller is not coordinated, so the two aircraft fly near each other and accumulate less reward. Both network controllers outperform the online receding horizon controller, even though they make decisions with limited wildfire information.
B. More than two aircraft
As mentioned in Section IV, the belief-based approach does not separate aircraft well when additional aircraft are added. Because the observation-based method has an explicit penalty for proximity to other aircraft, the neural network learns a stronger relationship between aircraft distance and Q values. However, without this penalty, the belief-based approach does > > Fig. 8 . Trajectories during reward accumulation for the observation-based approach (left), belief-based approach (middle), and receding horizon baseline (c) Fig. 9 . Paths taken by three aircraft using the belief-based approach without the proximity penalty (left) and with the proximity (right) not learn this relationship well. By adding a small penalty for proximity to other aircraft, the belief-based controller can be trained to separate from other aircraft in multi-aircraft scenarios. Figure 9 shows the trajectories generated for four aircraft when the network is trained with and without the proximity penalty. Without the penalty the aircraft fly in two pairs, but with the penalty the aircraft maintain good separation throughout the trajectory. Figure 10 shows the trajectories of three aircraft during simulation using both approaches. Both approaches first guide the aircraft to the fire such that they are distributed along the fire front, and then they direct the aircraft outward as they track the growing fire. Figure 10 shows the final configuration of the aircraft along with the the final shape of the wildfire. In both windless and windy conditions, the aircraft track the fire front while maintaining good separation. Trajectories using four aircraft are depicted in Fig. 11 , and again both approaches spread the aircraft around the fire front and track the wildfire well.
The average reward accumulated by the two approaches can be computed to compare how scaling to more aircraft affects their ability to monitor the wildfire. As in Fig. 5 , the reward from the belief-based approach is used for measuring the performance of all methods. Table I show that the belief-based controller slightly outperforms the observationbased controller when using only two aircraft. However, the observation-based method outperforms the belief-based method for more than two aircraft. Even with the separation penalty added to the belief-based reward during training, the observation-based method maintains better separation between aircraft and monitors more of the wildfire. 
C. Different wildfire shapes
In real scenarios, the wildfire may not always be circular in shape. For the neural network guidance system to be effective, it must be able to adapt to different wildfire shapes. Since the networks were only trained on roughly circular shapes, this investigation is also a measure of the networks' ability to generalize to new situations unseen during training.
The first test shape seeds the wildfire with a T-shaped pattern by initializing the wildfire to extend from the center in western, northern, and southern directions. This pattern creates a wildfire boundary with straight, convex, and concave sections, which is more complex than a simple ring of wildfire. The flight paths and final configurations for the two approaches are plotted in Fig. 12 . Visually, the observation-based approach performs better here, as this method is designed to follow wherever the wildfire front leads. The aircraft are able to fly along straight sections well and generally track the fire front, although spacing is not maintained as effectively. The beliefbased approach does not follow the wildfire front as closely and instead chooses to fly in a roughly circular shape. As seen in Table II , the average reward accumulated on wildfires with this shape is higher when using the observation-based approach. Note that Table II is not a performance comparison between the different wildfire shapes, since different shapes are simulated for different amounts of time and with different amounts of wildfire present. Therefore, the values will differ between shapes.
The second shape tested seeds the wildfire nominally, but the cells in the upper half of the land area are devoid of fuel. This situation represents a case where the fire cannot extend past a boundary, perhaps due to some body of water or road. The resulting shape is an arc, which presents new challenges for the aircraft because the wildfire boundary is no longer closed. In initial experiments, the neural network controllers performed poorly on open shapes, so the final controllers were trained with both open and closed wildfire shapes. As seen in Fig. 13 , the behavior of the aircraft changes when the shape is open. The observation-based approach prioritizes aircraft separation, but separation is difficult to maintain when the contour is open. As a result, the aircraft tend to occupy different end-points of the arc and occasionally fly along the boundary. This aversion to flying near other aircraft limits the ability of the observation-based approach to monitor the wildfire. In comparison, the belief-based approach performs much better, as seen in Table II . The aircraft fly back and forth along the boundary exploring regions of the fire front that have not been visited recently, allowing the aircraft to monitor the wildfire well.
The inability of the observation-based approach to general- ize to the arc shape stems from the reward structure differing from the true goal of the wildfire surveillance problem. Because the belief-based approach is rewarded for observing new wildfire, the learned behavior is effective in many scenarios. However, the belief-based approach does not generalize as well to different closed shapes, as demonstrated by the T-shaped wildfires. This result underscores the importance of diverse training data in order to help the network controllers generalize well to many types of fire fronts.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a real-time guidance system for multiple fixed-wing aircraft to autonomously monitor wildfires. Given only sensor information, a deep neural network is trained to maximize wildfire surveillance for pairs of aircraft. Two approaches for handling limited sensor information were presented and evaluated through simulation. Ultimately, the trained networks could be incorporated into the on-board guidance systems of real aircraft to generate intelligent flight trajectories for monitoring wildfires. The neural network approach for image-based aircraft guidance is a general method that could be applied to other domains where information gained during flight is important for real-time trajectory generation.
